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In this paper it is shown that the free product S inv T of two inverse 
semigroups S and T is determined by its lattice Y(S inv 7’) of inverse 
subsemigroups, in the following sense: any isomorphism of ip(S inv 7) upon 
the lattice P(W) of inverse subsemigroups of an inverse semigroup W is 
induced by a unique isomorphism of S inv T upon W. This provides an aflir- 
mative answer, in the strongest possible form, to the problem [5, Problem 71 
posed by G. B. Preston in 1973. Special cases had previously been treated by 
the author [2, 31. Analogous results in the categories of groups and of 
semigroups were proven by L. Sadovskii [6] and L. N. Sevrin and V. A. 
Baranskii [ 71, respectively. 
Before beginning the proof of the theorem stated above some notation, 
terminology and background results on lattice isomorphisms are provided 
from [2] and [3], together with the essential features of the author’s recent 
description of S inv T given in 141. For further details the reader is referred 
to these papers, and for inverse semigroups in general to [ 11. 
1. LATTICE ISOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that A and B are inverse 
semigroups and @ is a lattice isomorphism of A upon B, that is, @ is an 
isomorphism between the lattices g(A) and p(B) of inverse subsemigroups 
(including the empty inverse subsemigroup) of A and B. An isomorphism 0 
between A and B is said to induce (or “implement”) @ if U# = U@ for all 
U < A. For 4 to induce @ it is clearly sufficient that (a) @ = (a$) for all 
a EA. (Throughout, the notation (x) stands for the inverse subsemigroup 
generated by X.) If X E A then E(X) will denote the set of idempotents of X. 
The first result is a restatement of [2, Lemma 1.11. 
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RESULT 1.1. There is a unique bijection #E of E(S) upon E(T) such that 
(e) @ = (e#E) for all e E Es. In addition & satisJies (i) e/l f (that is, e and f 
are incomparable) if and only if e#,I(f#,; (ii) if e/If then (ef) 4, = (e&) 
uiw 
Thus oE is an isomorphism if and only if it is order preserving. 
Combining Proposition 1.6 and Corollary 1.7 of [3] yields 
RESULT 1.2. For each nonsubgroup element a of A there is a unique 
elementbofBsuchthat(a)~=(b),(aa-’)~=bb-’and(u~’a)~=b-‘b. 
The map a + b defines a bijection 4 of the nonsubgroup elements of A upon 
the corresponding elements of B. Further both o and 4-l are 9- and ~8 
(and therefore @-) preserving. rf 6 is any morphism of A upon B which 
induces @ then a@ = a# wherever a# is deBned. 
In the sequel, the subscript will generally be omitted from 4E, so that 4 
will be a bijection defined on all but the nonidempotent members of the 
subgroups of A. 
In Section 4 of [3] the author considered the case when A = G inv H, the 
free product (in the category of inverse semigroups) of groups G and H. The 
following is a restatement of Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 of that paper. 
RESULT 1.3. Denoting the identity of H by J; the equation 
m-%b= w)(f4,w-19 gE G, 
defines an isomorphism 6’ of G upon G@ inducing the isomorphism @/P(G). 
An isomorphism of H upon H@ is defined similarly. 
2. FREE PRODUCTS 
Throughout the remainder of this paper S and T will denote arbitrary 
inverse semigroups with free product S inv T. In [4] the author provided a 
structure theorem for S inv T, the essentials of which will now be briefly 
described. 
A word a=a, ..a a,,, in the free semigroup product S sgp T is left reduced 
if a, is its unique idempotent or reduced if none of its letters are idempotent. 
(The empty word 1 is to be treated as reduced, but not left reduced.) If a is 
left reduced pre(a) will denote the set {a, .. . aia; ’ : 1 < i < m} of prefixes of 
a and E(U) the idempotent aa-‘=a, . ..a.,,-,a,a;!., . ..a.‘ofSinvT. 
A subset A of S sgp T is prefix closed if pre(a) c A for all a E A, left 
reduced if each of its members is left reduced and right reduced if whenever 
a, ... a,-, m a and a, ... a ,,-,b, belong to A, a, = b,. 
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Denote by $? (or y(S, T) if necessary) the collection of nonempty finite, 
preJix closed, left and right reduced subsets of S sgp T. (For example, for 
each left reduced word a, pre(a) E %/.) If A E JZ put E(A) = &,, E(U), 
considered as an idempotent of S inv T. A reduced word a is an associate of 
AE~ifeithera=lora=a,~~-a,andaa~lEA. 
RESULT 2.1 (FROM [4, THEOREM 5.41). Each element of S inv T is 
uniquely expressible in the form E(A) a, for some A E $? and associate a of 
A. 
In (4, Section 51 a product was defined on the set F of all ordered pairs 
(A, a), where A E $Z and a is an associate of A, yielding an inverse 
semigroup isomorphic with S inv T. However, the exact form of this product 
is not required here, rather the ordering on the idempotents and Green’s 
relations on S inv T are of prime importance. These will be stated in terms of 
the canonical form given above. The description involves actions of S and T 




A, if s is idempotent, 
SC’*A= {a2...a,:a=sa,...a,EA}Us-‘. {aEA:a,#s}, 
otherwise. 
(H ere s-l e a = s-la (in S sgp T) unless a E E(S), when s-l . a = s-‘as.) 
For example, if a = a, . e. u,,, is left reduced, a;’ * pre(a) = {a;%,} U 
pre(a, ... a,). For each e E E(S) let jYh = {A E jV : e >g for some 
g E A n S}, and extend the action * by putting 
S -’ *A = (gs)-’ *A, for each A E ye. 
Then [4, Proposition 4.11 if for each s in S, ps is defined by Ap, = s - ’ * A 
for all A E $-&,, the map s -+ ps is a representation of S in rY. A similar 
representation t -+ pt of T in 3‘R may be defined and a common extension to 
a representation p of S inv T in TY therefore exists. For example, if 
a = a, -*a a,,, is a left reduced word, then 
pre(a)p, ,... ai-, = pre(aL’, *f. c2;‘Ul)Upre(ai .-a am), for 1 < i<m. 
A relation < on j? may now be defined. If a is left reduced and B E $Y let 
pre(a) 3 B if B E ya,O;~ and BP,,. .Oim, E $$&I, 1 < i< m. If A E p’, put 
A > B if pre(a) > B for all a EA. 
From Theorem 4.9 of [4] the following result is then obtained. 
RESULT 2.2. Under the relation <, j? is a semilattice isomorphic with 
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E(S inv T) under the map A + e(A), and p is an idempotent separating 
morphism of S inv T upon a full inverse subsemigroup of the Munn 
semigroup TY . 
Next the various structural properties of S inv T, which will be referred to 
in the sequel, are listed. 
RESULT 2.3 (FROM [4, THEOREM 6.11). Let A, B E $? with associates a 
and b, respectively. Then 
(i) (e(A) a))’ = e(Ap,) a-’ (in canonicalform); 
(ii) E(A) a is idempotent if and only if a = 1; 
(iii) e(A) a 5%’ e(B) b ifand only if A = B, 
c(A) a 9 e(B) b ifand only if Ap, = Bpb, 
e(A) G2 E(B) ifand only if Ap, = B for some associate c of A, 
and 
c(A) a R E(A) ifand only if Ap, = A. 
Further properties of the subgroups of S inv T will be introduced when 
needed. 
Finally, a property which will be frequently used in the sequel, generally 
without comment, is the following. 
RESULT 2.4 [4, COROLLARY 5.71. Let U and V be inverse subsemigroups 
of S and T, respectively. Then the inverse subsemigroup of S inv T generated 
by U and V is isomorphic with U inv V. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout the remainder of the paper @ denotes a lattice isomorphism of 
S inv T upon an inverse semigroup W. For convenience E(S inv 7) will be 
abbreviated to E throughout. 
Fix f E E(T). For each e E E(S), the inverse subsemigroup H, V {f } of 
S inv T is isomorphic with H, inv {f } and @ restricts to a lattice 
isomorphism of H, V {f} upon H, @ V {f } @ = H,* V { f#}. Thus by Result 
1.3, the rule (afg-‘) 4 = (gO,)(f#)( go,)-‘, g E H,, defines an isomorphism 
0, of H, upon Hem inducing @ IP(H,). A bijection 8 of S upon S@ may now 
be defined by 
se= 
I 
4 if s does not belong to a subgroup of S, 
4, if s E H,, e E E(S). 
481/W/2-4 
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Then from Section 1 it follows that (s) @ = (~0) for all s E S, and that for 
all eEE(S), R,B=R,,, L,B=L,,. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) F or all s E S, (sfspl) 4 = (sS)~~)(s1!2-‘, and 
(ii) B is an isomorphism of S upon S@ which induces @. 
Proof. (i) Clearly s may now be assumed not to belong to a subgroup, 
so se = sQ. It is also sufficient to restrict attention to U = (s,f) N (s) inv {f}, 
since @ restricts to an isomorphism of P(U) upon .P((s&f#)). 
Now in U@, 
W)(f4)(W - 1 %4) - 1 W)(f#> = (s - ‘sf) 4, since s-‘s(]f, 
ww’) 4, 
so (s#)(fj)(s#)-’ = g$ for some g E E(U), ggsfs-‘, (see Result 1.2). In U, 
sfs-’ = e(A), where A = {e, sf} E y/((s), {f}), putting e = SK’. Thus 
g = s(B), where B = Ap, for some associate w  of A, where either w  = 1, in 
which case B = A and the desired result holds, or w  is a nonidempotent in 
R,. In the latter case, suppose first that ss-’ 4 s-Is. Then R, = {e, s} (if 
ss-‘IIs-‘s) or (e, s, s’,...} (if ss-’ > SKls), and in either situation B < {se’s} 
in $Y’, that is, g < SK’S in E(U). Then (s#)(f#)(s$)-’ (=g() and (~4)~’ (~4) 
(=(s - ‘s) 4) are comparable in E(U@), so that W’sf) $ (=W-’ W)(f#>) 
and (~4))’ (s#)* are also comparable. But by [3, Corollary 1.131 QE is an 
isomorphism on any monogenic inverse semigroup (s), so (sql-’ (~4)’ = 
(SC’s*) 4, whence s -‘sf and s-*sz are comparable in U, that is, {SKls,f } and 
(s -*s* } are comparable in jY, which is clearly a contradiction for f $ s -*s* 
and SK*s* Z$ K’S (since SK’S $ SK’). 
On the other hand if ss-’ <se’s, then R,= {~,e,ss-~,ss-~ ,... } and 
g = SC’sf or s”fs-” for some n >, 2. But if g = s-‘sf then (s$)(jjj)(s$)-’ = 
64) - 1 (s#)f$, so that W’sf) 4 = (SO)-’ (s#)(f#)(s#) = (4-l (f#)(s#) 
(since (sd))’ (~4) 2 (s$)(s#))‘, gE being an isomorphism on (s) once 
more) = (s-Ifs> 4, using the previous paragraph. But s-‘sf = E({s-‘s,f }) # 
E( (s - is, s ‘f }) = s - ‘fs, yielding a contradiction. Finally, if g = s”fs -n then 
g<s*s-2 and an argument similar to that of the previous paragraph yields 
another contradiction. 
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) First it will be shown that OlE(S) is an isomorphism. Since 
BIE(S) = #JE(S) it is sufficient to show (b is order preserving on E(S). So 
let e>g in E(S). Now {e,g,f}={e,g}V{f}-{e,g}inv{f}, the free 
semilattice product of {e, g} and {f}, so gllef and ef > & But (g#)(f#) = 
kf) 4 = Mef)) 9 = g4W) 4 = (g4)(e9)(f$), so ed 4 g4 (otherwise (ti) 4 = 
(e#)(f#) = (ef) 4). Therefore ed > g#. 
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Next let g E E(S), s E S, with g < ss-’ = e, say. Then g# < e# so that 
(g@(sO) 9g@(==g#) and (g@)(sB) = 09 for some c9g. Then 
since g= s(g)j[e({e, sf}) = sfs-‘, in S inv {f}. 
Therefore cjii-’ = gsfs-’ = (gs)f( gs))’ so that, in $?/, 
~&cfl= {g9(kPu-l~ whence c = gs and (ge)(sB) = (gs) 8. 
Similarly (sB)( g0) = (sg) B whenever g < SK’S in S. 
Now suppose a,b E S with au-’ =e, a-‘a = bb-’ =g, say, and 
b-‘b = h. If either a or b is idemponent it is clear that (ab) 0 = (a@(bB); if 
both a and b belong to a subgroup (that is, if e = g = h) then (ab) 0 = 
(aO)(bQ since BIH, = 8,, an isomorphism; if b = a- ’ then (ab) 8 = 
(aa -‘) 8 = (a@(a@-’ = @@(a - ‘0) = (atI)( Thus it may be assumed 
that a and b are not related in any of the above ways. Then aOb6’= cf3 for 
some c E R, n L,. Consider the product (a-‘fa)f(bfb-‘) in S inv {f}. It is 
easily verified that a-‘faI/Sand a-‘& .fllbfb-‘, so 
WtfaMbJb-‘1) 4 = (a-%) #NW’) 4 
= W-1 (~)(ae)(f~)(be)~)(be)-‘, using (i), 
~(f~)[(ae)(f~>(ae>-‘l[(ae>(be>~(be)-’ (Wll 
= WMfa-‘1 $(cfc-‘)4 
= WW’W-‘)I 4. 
(Note that cfc-’ >f(afa-‘) only if {e, cf} > {f, e, af} in 9, in which case 
(since c9a)c = a and (at9)(b8) = aB, from which b = a-la is obtained, 
contradicting the nonidempotency of b.) 
Therefore (a-‘&)f(bfi-‘) ~~(afa-‘)(~fc-~), that is, 
{g,a-!LKf} = {e,af,cf,f}p, 
for some associate w  of {e, af, ef,f}. 
If wk7G {l,a,c} then f& {e,aS,cJf}p,, and if w= 1 or w=c the 
assumptions on a and b made earlier are easily contradicted. Thus w  = a and 
{g,a-tf,bf,f} = {g,f,W’c)La-!fl, h w  ence b=a-‘c, c=ab and af3b8= 
(ab) 8. 
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Finally, since an arbitrary product ab in S can be expressed in the form 
(abb-‘)(a-lab), combining the preceding cases shows that 19 is a morphism, 
whence an isomorphism. 
Since, as was observed earlier, (s) @ = (se) for all s E S, 0 induces 
qqs). I 
In particular, as a consequence of this lemma dE is an isomorphism on S 
(and similarly on T). 
LEMMA 3.2. The isomorphism B is independent of the chosen idempotent 
j Thus (fi - ‘) Q = (sO)(fj)(sO) - ’ for any f E E(T). 
Proof. Suppose f, g E E(T), and denote by w  the isomorphism of S upon 
S@ obtained by replacing f with g in the definition of t? It is clearly 
sufficient to suppose f > g. By the very definitions, se = s# = sy/ except 
possibly when s belongs to a subgroup H,, say, e E E(S). In that case se and 
SW are, by definition, the unique elements of H,, for with 
and 
respectively. Since (s) CD = (se) = (SW) c Hem, sv = (sQr = s’8 for some 
r # 0, so that (using the order preserving properties of 81 E(T)) 
(sgs-I)#= (fe)(g$)(sv-1 < (sre)(fg)(d-l = (~'fs-y~. 
Thus the idempotents sgs - ’ and s’fs- are comparable in E and {e, sg) and 
{e, s’f) are comparable in j9, from which it easily follows that, since s’xs, 
sr = s. Thus 
(sfs-%= w-74= (se)* (f4)w-r= wuimv, 
from which SW = se. 1 
The isomorphism of S upon S@, together with the analogous isomorphism 
of T upon T@, may be uniquely extended to a morphism, again denoted 8, of 
S inv T upon W. (Since @ is a lattice isomorphism, S@ V T@ = W.) The 
theorem which will be ultimately proven is the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. The morphism 0 of S inv T upon W, defined above, is an 
isomorphism inducing @ and is the unique such isomorphism. 
The proof will consist of a sequence of lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.4. The restriction of 8 to E is 4,. Thus 8 is idempotent 
separating and 4, is order preserving. 
Proof The proof will be by induction on IA 1, where e = E(A) E E. 
For IA I= 1 this is immediate, for 4 = 0 on E(S U 7’). Let IA I= 2. Two 
possibilities exist. If A = {e,f} for some e E E(S) and ftZ E(T), then since 
ellf in E, (ef) Q = (e$)(fd) = (e@(fl) = (ef) 8. Otherwise, without loss of 
generality A = {e, sf} for some e E E(S), fE E(T) and s E R,. Then, using 
Lemma 3.1 (i), 
&(A) 4 = (Sfs-I) 4 = (Se)(fij)(se)-’ = (Se)(fe)(Se)-’ = &(A) e. 
Now let m > 2 and suppose &(A)B=&(A)q4 for all A EF with IAl cm. 
Let A E 9, with IAl = m. Suppose A # pre(a) for any a EA. Then 
A = B U C for some B, C c A with B II C in $“, in which case 
E(A) 4 = (E(B) e(C)) 4 = E(B) #E(C) 4 = e(B) &(C) 6 = E(A) 8. 
It may be assumed from now on, then, that A = pre(a), a = a, ... a,,,, with 
a E S, say. Since #E is surjective, E(A) 8 = E(C) 4 for some C E $Y. 
Since a, is an associate of A, E(A) Q c(Ap,,) = &((a; ‘al) U pre(a, .. . a,,,)) 
and, from the induction hypothesis, &(Ap,,) 4 = QAp,,) 8, so that 
44) 4 a G&J $ = +@a,) e@ g(A) 0 = E(C) 4, in E(W). 
Moreover 4-l is G-preserving, so E(A) G9 E(C) in E and C = Ap, for some 
associate w of A. The following possibilities arise: 
(i) C=A when w= 1; 
(ii) C = pre((b;‘a,) a2 . . . a,) when w = b,; 
(iii) C = pre(b, ‘a[:-‘, ..a a;‘a,)Upre((bz:‘ai)ai+, . . . a,) 
when w=a,...a,-,b,, 1 <i<m; 
(iv) C = pre(b;‘a;!, ... a;‘a,) when w=a, . ..a.,-,b,; 
(v) C = pre(a;’ ... a;‘a,) U pre(a,+ I ... a,) 
when w=a,-..ai, l<i<m; 
where in (ii)-( bi .9 ai, bi # ai, bi f a,a;‘. 
(Note that in each case 1 Cl = /A I .) Each of (ii)-(v) will be eliminated, 
proving that E(A) 0 = E(A) 4. To begin, let f be an arbitrary idempotent of 
E(T). Then a, is also an associate of A U {f}, so 
&VU VI)@ ~((-4 U Ifl)~,,) =+M,, Upre(a;!f)) 
and by a similar argument to that above, &(A U {f}) 4 G3 &(A U {f}) 8, 
where &(A U {f}) 8 = E(A) @?I = E(C) q5f@. 
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Now suppose C n T is nonempty. Then (since C is prefix closed) some 
fE C n E(T) and f > E(C) in E, whence e(C) d and f@ are comparable in 
E(W). Then either ~(4 U {f}) ‘3 E(C) or &(A U {f}) 9 {f}, neither of which 
is possible, since ]A U {f}] = m + 1. Thus C n T is empty. This immediately 
eliminates (ii) and (iii) above for i even, (iv) for m even and (v) for any i. 
Again allowingfto be an arbitrary idempotent of E(T), C # C U (f } E $? 
and &(A U IfI) 4 @ &(C U IfI) 4, soAU{f}gCU{f},thatis,CU(f)= 
(A U {f})p, for some associate u of A U {f}. The list of possibilities for u is 
precisely that for w, above, with the added choice of v E R,, v #f (if 
R,# {f}). This last choice is not possible, however, since (A U {f})p, n S 
will then be empty. Similarly, if (corresponding to possibilities (ii)- 
above) 2) = a, ... u,-~c~ for some i, 1 <i< m, where ci9ai and Ci # Ui, 
Ci # UiUi’, then either (A U {f})p, f7 S or (A U {f})p, f7 T will be empty. 
On the other hand if 0 = a, . .. ai for some i<m-1, (AU(f} 
PM% + I ..a a,) U pre(u,’ ... a; ‘f) so that (A U {f }) p, f? T contains at 
least two elements (unlike C U {f}, C n T being empty). Apart from u = 1 
the only remaining possibility is v = a, . . . a, _ r, when (A U (f }) p, = (a,} U 
pre(a;I, f.. a; ‘f). Thus a, = f, so m is even, and C = pre(u;k, *.. a;‘~,). 
Amongst the remaining possibilities for C determined earlier, apart from 
(i) only (ii) remains: C = pre((b;‘u,) u2 . .. ~,,_,a,). But then b,‘u, = u,i, 
and ~;‘=a,,~,, whence (since b, 5%‘~ 1) b ; ’ = aI a; ‘, contradicting the 
choice of b,. 
Hence C = A, completing the proof. ! 
LEMMA 3.5. The morphism l? is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since f3 is idempotent separating and 8(S and 81 T are 
isomorphisms it remains to show 8 is l-l on the subgroups of the ideal 
S inv T\S U T. So let e be an idempotent of that ideal. Suppose H, is 
nonisolated, that is, H, # D,. Then R, contains a nongroup Z-class H, say. 
Now 4 is a bijection of H upon the Z-class H# of R,$, by Result 1.2, SO 
IH,I = IHJ = IH#I = /H,,l. But H,B = H,, = H,, and by [4, Theorem 6.81 
H, is finite, so BIH, is a bijection. 
On the other hand suppose H, is isolated (and nontrivial), and let 
e = e(A), A E y. By [4, Lemma 6.61 if a is an associate of A, with u # 1, 
such that @)uXs(A), then uESUT or u=u, ~~~uMP1uMu~!, .**a;’ 
for some M > 2. But the latter situation cannot occur here, for 
E(A) u1u2 E R,\H, by the same lemma. Thus any x in H,\{e} has the form 
x = eu for some a E S U T. Suppose x0 = eB. 
NOW (x) @ c (e, a) @ = (e) @ V (a) @ = (ee) V (a@) = (es, a@. But 
since (eO)(uO) = eB it quickly follows that 
(ee, ae) = (ef?) u cue) = (e) @ u (u) @ 
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and by [3, Lemma 3.31, ((e) @ U (a) @) @-’ = (e) U (a), so x E (e) U (a). 
This is clearly impossible, since x # e and x 66 S U T. 
Hence 0 is an isomorphism. I 
LEMMA 3.6. The isomorphism 8 induces @. 
ProoJ When x is idempotent, or belongs to S U T, or does not belong to 
a subgroup of S inv T, it has already been shown that (x0) = (x) @. It 
remains to show the same when x is a nonidempotent member of a subgroup 
H,, say, where e belongs to the ideal S inv r\S U T. 
As in the proof of the previous lemma x = ea, where either a E S U T or 
a =a, ... aMp,aMu~!, ... a;’ (and aM belongs to a subgroup of SU T). 
Consider the latter case and put B = pre(a), g = s(B). By [4, Proposition 
6.71, H, ‘v HEtCj, where 
C=Bp,,...,w_,=pre(a;!, ~~~a;‘a,)Upre(a,,,a~~, . ..a.‘)E%/, 
and any associate b # 1 of C for which e(C) b Z&(C) belongs to HaM. It is 
then routinely verified that for only b = aM = a;’ is that possible. Thus 
H E(C) = (E(C), E(C) a,1 and H, = ( g, a} = (a). Therefore (u) @ = H,, = 
H,, = H,O = { go, ae} = (a0). 
Thus in either of the two cases (e, a) @ = (es, as). But since x0 = 
(ee)(ae) x ee, ef9 commutes with every element of (aB), whence 
(ee, a0) n H,, = ((eti)(a@) = (x0). SO (x) @ c (x0). Applying a similar 
argument to @-I, (xt9) @ -’ G (x), that is, (x) @ = (x0), as required. 1 
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let y be an isomorphism of S inv T upon W which induces 
@. Then y = 8. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show w(S = B/S (and similarly for T). For 
idempotents and nonsubgroup elements of S this follows from Results 1.1 
and 1.2. On the other hand, given an idempotent e of S, 1etfE E(T). Then 
for any &Ye, 
(xfx-‘1 Q = (xfx-‘1 w = cwwiww)-’ = wuww-‘~ 
where xyl E H,$ = H,, . But this equation defines x8 =x8,, so x0 = xv and 
e=ly. 1 
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